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the 5th dimension wikipedia - the 5th dimension is an american popular music vocal group whose repertoire includes pop
r b soul jazz light opera and broadway the melange was coined as champagne soul formed as the versatiles in late 1965 the
group changed its name to the hipper the 5th dimension by 1966 they became well known during the late 1960s and early
1970s for their popular hits up up and away, up up and away billy davis marilyn mccoo mike yorkey - our marriage
music and memoriesthis is the dawning of the age of aquarius or so the song went marilyn mccoo and billy davis jr are best
known for their days as stars on the pop group 5th dimension, dvd blu ray amazon uk - the dvd and blu ray store welcome
to amazon co uk s dvd and blu ray store home to the greatest selection of films and tv in a simple to navigate store making it
easy for you to buy dvds online
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